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By SARAH JONES

Hotels can earn guests' return business if they deliver an elevated sleeping experience, but a new report finds that
only 42 percent of luxury hotel guests have had their expectations exceeded.

J.D. Power's North America Hotel Guest Satisfaction Index Study found that 71 percent of guests who get a better than
expected night's sleep would stay again with the same brand. While luxury hotel brands often emphasize factors
such as on-property amenities and service, setting guests up for a restful night can have one of the greatest impacts
on their attitudes.

"Comfort of bed and other aspects related to sleep have always been important to guest satisfaction with their hotel
experience, but in 2019 we redesigned the study to ask the questions a bit differently," said Jenni Corwin, senior
manager of consumer insights for travel and hospitality intelligence at J.D. Power, Troy, MI.

"We're now asking guests directly about their quality of sleep relative to their expectations, and there is a clear link to
guest satisfaction related to this specific question," she said. "When guests receive a quality of sleep that is better
than expected' they are far more satisfied than when they receive an as expected' quality of sleep."

J.D. Power's report is  based on a survey of almost 45,000 consumers who stayed at a hotel in the past year. Brand
satisfaction is measured on a 1,000-point scale.

Sleep scores
A good night's sleep can significantly raise guest satisfaction, boosting it by 114 points.

Quality rest can also increase the likelihood of return visits. Seventy-eight percent of consumers would come back to
a property after experiencing elevated sleep, while 71 percent would be apt to book again with the same brand.

However, across all segments, only 29 percent of consumers say their expectations for sleep have been surpassed
by hotels.

Luxury brands are the most successful at delivering sleep quality, with 42 percent of luxury travelers noting better
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than expected rest.

Some factors that can improve guests' experiences include high quality linens, a comfortable bed and pillows and a
quiet room. The temperature in the room can also have an effect on how restful a night is.

Hotels can also raise their satisfaction levels by going beyond the basics. Offering guests amenities such as robes
and slippers and white noise machines can help guests get some shuteye.

Some luxury brands have rolled out amenities aimed at helping guests drift off comfortably when they are away
from home.

Promotional image for Ritz-Carlton Dallas' Suite Sleep package. Image credit: The Ritz-Carlton

For instance, The Ritz-Carlton, Dallas is making guests' sleep quality its top priority with a room package.

Suite Sleep is designed to help travelers get some shuteye, with eye masks, herbal tea, ear plugs, soothing music and
a discount on a relaxing spa treatment (see story).

Fairmont Gold clientele at the Fairmont Royal York in Toronto have access to a sleep program, which helps them get
a restful night through touches such as a pillow menu that includes lavender-scented and vegan options (see story).

In 2014, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts teamed up with mattress manufacturer Simmons to bolster a dream-
friendly reputation by introducing customizable beds into its portfolio.

The hotel chain enlisted research group Ipsos to gain a better understanding of consumers' sleep preferences and
patterns. Thirty percent of former guests said they have requested a room change or taken other action when their
hotel bed did not suit their needs (see story).

While sleep is important, it is  just part of driving a positive experience.

"There is a delicate balance between attracting guests to a property or brand and ensuring they have a highly
satisfying experience once they've made the choice to stay," Ms. Corwin said. "Many of the on-property amenities
are critical to attracting guests and definitely impact satisfaction when they stay, so these things still need to be done
in conjunction with a focus on sleep.

"In fact, guests who experience more at the property spa, fitness centers, restaurants, etc. often cite a better than
expected' quality of sleep, provided the basics of a comfortable bed and quiet room are also met," she said.

Exceeding expectationsExceeding expectations

Along with sleep, another area where hotels can make or break the client experience is check-in. Consumers want
expedited, friendly service that ideally takes about five minutes at most.

For those who are unhappy with their welcome, satisfaction scores drop by 100 points.

Luxury brands received an average score of 861 out of a possible 1,000.

In the luxury segment, The Ritz-Carlton topped the rankings for the fifth year in a row with a score of 881. Loews
Hotels, Four Seasons, Park Hyatt and Fairmont rounded out the top five.

"Brands that perform well in guest satisfaction year after year, like The Ritz-Carlton, often delivery a very consistent
experience, they market that experience well and attract guests that want what they are offering and are willing to pay
a premium for it," Ms. Corwin said. "A consistent experience does not mean a cookie-cutter, one-size fits all
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experience, but rather a consistent level of service and personalization that creates a memorable guest experience."
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